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Free word processor with grammar check

Are you looking for the best grammar checker to use this year? As a writer who loves tools, I have thoroughly tested the most popular grammar checker software and proofreading tools for authors, bloggers and authors. Online grammar checker tools are also useful for those who just want to post flawless emails, reports,
presentations, or even social media posts. BEST GRAMMAR CHECKER: Top 4 Easy to use thanks to a great user interfaceFaktures a powerful online grammar checkerGred writing insightsTRY GRAMMARLY → Relatively accurateGe of nice features for self-editingSuitable for fiction writers and Scrivener fansTRY
PROWRITINGAID → Free version of Ginger is relatively powerfulUser for non-English native languagePersonal dictionary a nice additionTRY GINGER → AccurateRelatively easy to useSuitable for businessesTRY WHITESMOKE → In this post , I have carefully handpicked the 10 best proofreading tools for you. I've also
reviewed the most important aspects of each grammar checker's software and compared them to Grammar. You will also learn some essential proofreading tips that will help you get more from these grammar checking tools. 1. Grammar grammar is a written assistant that not only corrects your grammar, but also gives
you comprehensive written feedback. You can use the Grammar tool to proofread and check for grammatical errors and misspellings in social media updates, emails, blog posts, articles, and even early draft book chapters. I have been using grammar free and premium versions since 2015 and I am most familiar with this
tool. Key features Grammar controls your writing across the Web. It works via a Grammar web extension like chrome extension, a desktop app for Windows and Mac, and an iOS and Android app called Grammar Keyboard. Grammar extension or browser add-on acts as a punctuation checker and grammar checks
grammar grammar in your WordPress editor too. You can check grammar and punctuation online. You can also run a spelling checker in your blog post as you type it using the grammar extension. The free grammar checker version of Grammar is ideal if you are a writer on a tight budget. You can install a plugin for your
browser and use Grammar for free to check your emails, social media updates, and anything you write online for errors. Grammarly Premium is the paid version that checks spelling and grammar and punctuation. It is useful if you want to improve your knowledge of English grammar as it provides more writing insight and
the reasons for common grammar errors. Aside from grammar checking, Grammarly Premium version: Checking for readabilityCorrects run-on phrasesIt gives you suggestions to improve and phrase structureDetekts plagiaHow Much is Grammar Premium Cost? The Grammar Premium monthly subscription costs $29.95
per month. Grammar premium premium subscription costs $19.98 per month, billed as a payment of $59.95.Grammarly Premium annual subscription costs $11.66 per month, billed as a payment of $139.95.Grammarly also offers human proofreader services. You can also send snippets of your work directly to a human
reviewer in Grammar for between 0.02 and 0.12 of a cent a word, depending on how quickly the document should be returned. Using Grammar as a grammar checker the Grammar Editor identified grammar, punctuation, and spelling errors in the text in a sidebar. I fixed them one by one by scrolling down. It's also
captured and fixed punctuation errors and grammar issues that Microsoft Word ignored – like text written in the passive voice. You can of course write in this voice, but it is less engaging to read. Grammar offers context for each error, helping you improve your writing skills. The premium version of Grammar Editor also
indicates errors in the sentence structure. Like other punctuation control tools, it is also recommended to add some commas in the text that whitesmoke and ginger ignored. Aside from checking grammar and punctuation, the tool also has a plagiarism checker, which allows you to check your article against billions of web
pages for unoriginal text. If you do not want to pay to check the originality of your content, try Dupli Checker - it is an effective and free plagiarism checker tool. But dupli checker and all free plagiarism checkers place a limit on the number of words you can check. Grammar is much faster, besides being more accurate as
a plagiarism checker! I have reviewed the Grammar tool in length. If you are interested, please read my full Grammar review. ProsEasy to use with an excellent user interfaceFakturer a powerful online spelling and grammar checkerGreat writing insightsConsGrammarly Premium version is expensive for new
authorsIngpersonal dictionary like Ginger 2. ProWritingAid Ideal for Fiction Writers ProWritingAid ProWritingAid is a powerful, accurate grammar checker. It is suitable for fiction writers, works with Scrivener and does not require a monthly subscription. Buy Now Learn More ProWritingAid is a London-based software
company founded in 2012. This software tool acts as your virtual writing tutor and grammar checker as well as a personal writing coach. Since writing this grammar checker review and recording of the above video, I received several questions from readers and commenters about ProWritingAid. So I tested this spelling
and grammar checker thoroughly. Key features ProWritingAid integrates with MS Word /Outlook, Google Docs, Open Office, Final Draft, and even Scrivener. You can download a desktop app for Mac and Windows or install a plugin for your browser. ProWritingAid offers Word and Google Docs plugins. You can use the
Browser Extension for Chrome, Firefox, Edge, and Safari to check your including Medium, Facebook, Twitter, Gmail and Wattpad. You can insert text and check for grammar and spelling errors in a Web editor. You can also upload a document that contains your writing. How Much Does ProwritingAid Cost? ProWriting
Aid offers a two-week free trial. After the prices are as follows: This makes ProWritingAid the cheapest grammar checker in this review. Using ProWritingAid as a grammar checker When I inserted my text into the ProWritingAid web app, it kept the source formatting, including my choice of colors and fonts. The grammar
checker highlighted grammar errors, spelling problems, and other suggestions. At first I found the different types of reports overwhelming. But they quickly made sense when I clicked through each suggestion or error. I particularly liked a feature called Echoes. This feature identified places where I overused phrases and
other words. This is a useful feature to improve your writing skills. It also identified some clichés in my writing. This struck me as particularly useful for fiction writers who want to improve the quality of their sentences and sentence structure. The ProWritingAid premium version I tested only supports British and American
English, so it's less useful if you type in more than one language or you learn English. ProWritingAid also took longer than grammar and Ginger to identify these errors, and the user interface was not so polished. Anyone who wants to write to the Internet as a blog post should try to write for an eighth or ninth grade
audience (a Flesch reading score of over 70%). The good news is, apart from setting grammar rules, ProWritingAid will also help you figure out the readability of your articles based on Flesch Reading Score. This is great for improving your web writing skills. Why is readability and Flesch scores important? Well, web
readers have a shorter attention span than those who consume print (see a squirrel!). It's really easy to simplify and tailor your blog post to this audience with ProWritingAid. Although WordPress plugin Yoast also gives you this feature, it is useful if you type outside of WordPress. ProWritingAid working with the Scrivener
Desktop version allows you to open Scrivener files directly in ProWritingAid, correct typos and other grammar problems, and then save back to Scrivener. This is a smart feature. But I prefer to run the final exported books file from Scrivener through a grammar checker before moving to Vellum for self-publishing. I also
only use Scrivener these days for long-form writing and instead rely on iA Writer to produce articles like these. In short: Your mileage may vary depending on your writing workflow. If you are a tight budget and can't afford the other premium grammar checkers in this review, the ProWritingAid prize makes a good choice. It
is also useful for writers and those who use Scrivener a lot. ProsThe most affordable spelling and grammar checking I have reviewedRelatively accurateLots of nice features for self-editingSuitable for fiction writers and Scrivener fansConsSlower than Grammar and GingerUser interface lags behind other grammar
piecesLess useful for with English as second languageInge mobile version 3. Ginger Ideal for non-English speaking Ginger Ginger is a popular alternative to grammar. Although it doesn't have as many features, it's relatively accurate and affordable. It is also useful for non-English speakers. Buy now learn more An Israeli
startup created Ginger in 2007, making it one of the more established spelling and grammar pieces on the market. Like Grammar, Ginger offers free grammar and spelling as well as premium online proofreading software. Key features The fastest way to get started is to install a Chrome extension or another browser
extension. It is also available for advanced tools like Slack. It provides apps for Windows and iOS. You can use a keyboard for Android. Or you can insert snippets of your text into their web app. You can also use it as punctuation control to correct your text in Gmail. Ginger reveals character count, word counts, and
number of sentences for your text. The tool also helps you find and correct synonyms for commonly overused words like make. Ginger identifies grammatical errors and misspellings by highlighting them in blue. Like Grammar, Ginger Premium offers more consistency for grammatical errors and identifies more problems
than the free grammar checker version. For example, it has advanced features to check for grammar rules like subject-verb agreement. Interestingly, Ginger can translate excerpts of your writing into 60 other languages, including Spanish, German, and even Yiddish. Sure, Google Translate also does this, but being able
to check a document for grammar questions and translate from within an app is useful. A Ginger Premium subscription also includes a virtual writing tutor that provides video grammar lessons and tests to improve your English grammar. This English grammar checker feature should appeal to those who learn or write in
the language for the first time This makes ginger online grammar corrector ideal for non-English native authors–you can write in Yiddish, translate to English, and then grammar check your writing all in Ginger. You can also add words that you don't want to identify as errors to a personal dictionary in the ginger control tool.
I could see this appealing to fiction writers with unusual character names for their stories. (I wish Grammar would add this feature!) How Much Does Ginger Software Cost? At the time of writing best grammar checker review, Ginger was offering a discount of 30% on its premium plans. You can also take advantage of a 7day, 100% 100% Guarantee. Ginger Review For this Ginger review, I used chrome extension of this grammar checker software. Unlike Grammar, Ginger doesn't yet offer a Mac desktop app. When I pasted my 600-word article into the Ginger web app, it copied the formatting of my document, putting headlines in bold
and so on. Grammar and Whitesmoke don't do this. So kudos to Ginger for it! Like Grammar, Ginger identified all my grammar errors, spelling errors, and punctuation errors as well as those MS Word missed. But Ginger was less insistent about fixing my inconsistent comma use in the text. Interestingly, Ginger Premium
missed a typo in one of my headlines. While you might wonder if it's spell check function is top-notch, this particular error can be attributed to a formatting issue that I explain in my video review. I also had to hover over all grammar errors and punctuation errors with my mouse instead of reviewing them in a sidebar. This
meant I spent more time correcting my grammar mistakes. It's a little gripe, but I'm a little obsessed with workflows! ProsThe free version of Ginger grammar checker software is relatively powerfulUsing for non-English native language thanks to a virtual writing tutor and translation featuresPersonal dictionary a nice
additionConshovering over grammatical errors slows self-editing somethingSome accuracy questions depending on how a document is formatted 4. WhiteSmoke Software company Whitesmoke was created in 2002 to sell software for mac and Windows at an affordable price. Key features You can use Whitesmoke to
check your articles for spelling and grammar errors, punctuation errors, and more. It is useful for writers and non-English speakers on a tight budget. It identifies errors in the sentence structure. Whitesmoke works in almost all browsers, including Chrome, Safari, Opera, and Firefox, depending on which version you
subscribe to. You can also download apps for iOS and Android. Whitesmoke Essential is a version that is compatible only with your web browser. Whitesmoke Premium (what I tested) offers additional support and apps for Mac, Windows, Gmail and MS Office. The version of Whitesmoke I tested for this best grammar
checker review has a translator, although it supports eight languages instead of 64 (no Yiddish!) Whitesmoke grammar corrector also offers several templates for writing projects like cover letters, giving suggestions, thank you messages, and so on. Whitesmoke is one of the cheapest online proofreading software that I
have played in this review. Like the grammar editor, the company updated its user interface in 2018. How much does WhiteSmoke cost? Unusually, Whitesmoke does not offer monthly subscriptions. You can save more money if you buy a subscription, at the time of writing this best grammar checker review. Whitesmoke
Whitesmoke WhiteSmoke is more affordable than grammar. That's correct, too (as you can see in my video comparison review). But WhiteSmoke is not as fast or as easy to use as Grammar. If you make changes to your documents, there's also an extra step in relation to grammar because you need to export the final
version to a text document. Like ProwritingAid, it's cheaper than Grammar. And unlike ProWritingAid, you get to download mobile apps as well. ProsAffordable, provided you don't mind paying annuallyAccurateRelatively easy to useSuitable for businessesConsUser interface lags behind Grammar and GingerSlightly
slower than Ginger and Grammarly 5. After deadline after deadline is a web app to find your clerical errors and get cool suggestions. I have been using After Deadline on and off for years as an English grammar checker for checking blog posts. Key features You can install this as a free grammar browser plugin for
Chrome and Firefox. It highlights misused words in red, grammar errors in green, and style suggestions in blue. How much does it cost after the deadline? This is a free grammar check software. Following Deadline Review It is easy to use and is ideal for bloggers and anyone who publishes articles on their website. It
catches more errors than MS Word. This grammar check will also help you identify clichés, superfluous words, and so on. If you are a blogger, I would recommend using after the deadline to check your posts before hitting publish via wordpress plugin. But I had trouble getting the Chrome plugin to work properly while
writing this review and preferred the Grammarinp plugin to check my writing outside of WordPress. ProsWorks great with WordPressFast and easy to useFree grammar checking toolConsLess useful outside of WordPressBarebones 6. Microsoft Word and Google Docs Both Microsoft Word and Google Docs have built-in
grammar controls. If you're a writer on a budget, don't worry about the premium grammar checker tools in this review for now. Both of these punctuation checker tools will work fine. Key features To use Word, you can install it on a select number of Windows and OS X computers when you purchase the Microsoft 365
package. To use Google Docs, you can simply sign in to your Google Account from a browser and go to docs.google.com. You can use it on any computer and browser, including Windows, Mac OS X, Linux, and Chrome OS. You can use both tools to catch typos and other errors before you press publish or send your
writing to someone else. As you type, you'll find a red line under errors that you can quickly click or right-click. Word contains suggestions for synonyms and readability and synonyms. Google Docs also suggestions for spelling. How Much Do Microsoft Word and Google Docs Cost? Word comes as part of the Microsoft
365 (Office 365) package from $6.99 a month. This includes MS Excel, PowerPoint, Outlook, Publisher, and Access. Docs are free to use. You can also buy a G Suite business version on monthly plans that start at $5 per user. Microsoft Word and Google Docs Review You can check shorter articles using these tools. I
recommend printing longer articles and reading them aloud as another line of defense. You should also always hire a reviewer if you are a writer. That said... These built-in grammar pieces won't help you find and solve clichés, redundant writing, and so on. ProsGoogle Docs is free, and MS Word comes with the popular
MS Office suite that you would use for other purposes anyway. Grammar checking and spelling are built into the tools, so you don't need to copy and paste it any other tool. You can get your text translated into 100 languages for free on Google Docs.ConsBoth tools don't have advanced grammar or style checking like
the other dedicatedSlavers than using a dedicated grammar checker 7. SpellCheckPlus SpellCheckPlus is a useful and affordable grammar checker if English is not your first language. Like Ginger, SpellCheckPlus will help you learn more about writing in a different language and the intricacies of English grammar. Key
Features It's a virtual writing guide and grammar checker that allows you to insert snippets of your work - up to 2,000 characters at a time. It scans your excerpts for complicated language, superfluous words, and so on. How Much Does SpellCheckPlus Cost? SpellCheckPlus is a free grammar checker. SpellCheckPlus
Review I liked how SpellCheckPlus summaries errors and also provides context. Unlike the other grammar checker tools in this post, it's a barebones grammar checker to find and fix errors on the go. You cannot add custom words to a dictionary, set write styles, and so on. So it's less useful for fiction writers. You also
can't use it outside of a web browser. I prefer to use dedicated apps to check longer pieces of writing, which I get distracted easily. In any case, this grammar checker is free and effective if you want to check shorter pieces of writing. If you want to check the excerpt longer than 2,000 characters, it costs $14.99 for a year.
It's an affordable price for most new writers. ProsConsWorks via a web browser onlyFeature-light 8. Hemingway Editor The American writer Ernest Hemingway famously said: All you have to do is write a true sentence. Write the truest sentence you know. Hemingway Editor is built to help you write the true sentence and
discard everything else. Today I am addicted to this tool and Grammar most to edit my work. I use the grammar web to check my articles and book chapters for errors. I also insert the second and third drafts into hemingway editor while self-editing. Key features Hemingway Editor highlights complex sentences in red,
cases of passive voice in green and adverb in blue. Deciding which sentence structure to fix or ignore is down to your taste and writing style. You can hover your mouse over them for hints. How Much Does Hemingway Editor Cost? You can use the web app for free or download a desktop app for Windows or Mac for
USD19.99. Hemingway Editor Review I use the highlights feature to identify what to find and solve while self-editing. Hemingway Editor does not offer suggestions or provide context as the other grammar checker tools in this post. However, it helps me write more clearly. This virtual writing tutor is fast and effective too.
The desktop app has no additional features. That said, I like to use it as I get distracted when typing in a web browser. ProsIdeal for self-editingIdeal for fiction and non-fiction writingCompetings Grammar (or whatever tool you preferFreeConsNot a replacement for a dedicated grammar checkerLess features than other
grammar checkers in this post 9. GrammarChecker GrammarChecker is an online spelling tool that analyzes your writing for grammar, punctuation, spelling and stylistic errors. Key Features It rewrites shorter pieces of writing automatically. It finds suitable synonyms, swaps out words, and so on. The result is supposed to
be SEO-friendly, plagiarism-free text. It supports many different languages, including French, Spanish, German and Arabic. How Much Does GrammarChecker Cost? This tool is free to use. GrammarChecker Review I was uncomfortable with this tool which I like to review and reject edits manually. I also found the
accuracy off-putting. It didn't catch some grammar errors and errors in my work and inserted some strange words. To be honest, I'm not sure what type of author would consider a rewriting tool like this useful. ConsCan only be used through a web browser. Not as strong as other grammar pieces in this review 10.
Reverso Reverso is an online translator and spelling and grammar control tool developed by Reverso-Softissimo. Key features This tool can translate the text into different languages, including German, Italian, Arabic, Hebrew, Spanish, and more. Reverso works through a web browser, a Google Chrome plugin, and a
Google Play and iPhone app. It works offline, and you can say words in the app if you don't type. Reverso provides corrections and suggestions and more information via a built-in dictionary. How Much Does Reverso Cost? Reverso is free to use. Reverso Review Since it has a word-count limit of 600 characters, this
online writing tutor is useful for checking or translating shorter pieces of writing. Examples include a short email or a social media post. I liked, I could check the definition of certain words and their synonyms via one or two clicks in Reverso. This is a useful method for self-editing. Reverso also provides context that will
help you learn lessons After some digging, I found out the tool is powered by ginger software which explains its support for non-English languages. It is a useful tool that works a lot like Ginger. ProsWorks much like GingerEasy to use mobile appUsible for non-English authorsFreeConsLess features than other grammar
checkers in this postGrammarly is faster Paid Vs Free Grammar Checkers Most of these tools have free versions. Although they have limited features, they correct the most common grammar errors. But I recommend that you go to a premium tool to ensure that you record advanced instances of the passive voice,
subject-verb agreement, and other difficult errors. A free version can skip these. And they're hard to spot manually. I started using the four most popular grammar checker tools today: Grammar, Ginger, WhiteSmoke, and ProWritingAid. I ran a small experiment to test different tools in this best grammar checker review. I
wrote a 600-word non-fiction article on the go in MS Word. It contained many grammatical errors and misspellings. MS Word online grammar checker found most of my errors, but it missed a few grammar errors, including a missing word in a sentence. I bought premium versions of these tools and I inserted the article
into the relevant app for Mac or Chrome. Then I compared how each grammar control tool processed the text. Later, I experimented with the other tools that referenced the end of this review eg Reverso, SpellCheckPlus, and so on. That said, you can always go back to the old school way of proofreading or hire a written
tutor at any time – for a change. Here are some ideas: Proofreading Tips As you know, proofreading is another skillset from writing. It's hard to spend hours working on a draft and then find and catch mistakes by yourself. Like the hiker who spends hours inside a forest, you won't be able to see the forest from the trees.
These days, I use grammar checkers like those in this review to find errors quickly. I also work with an editor who checks my articles and book chapters for errors and incorrect word choices. You can also proofread your writing using an old journalist trick! How to: Change the font to Courier or Courier New.Change the
distance to double. Print your writing. Take a red pen and mark it up. Read aloud and listen for clumsy language. Edit as needed. Thanks to this mono-spacing font and the extra white space, your eagle-eye spot will matter as run-on phrases easier, and your ear will catch them. If it's a shorter piece of writing, you can
read aloud from the screen. Ideally, you should: Let your script rest for a few hours or even days before you it so you can approach it with fresh eyes. Proofread in a quiet place with minimal noise, away from your computer. De-dreed your manuscript with a pen instead of repairing it while you your script backwards (this
pattern interrupt will help you find more errors). Read your script several times each time you're looking for a different type of error, such as a name or address. Ask a colleague to proofread more important documents. Accept when you make a mistake: no one is perfect, even newspapers print withdrawals and fixes.
Now, here's a comparison between Grammar and the other top grammar pieces. Most grammar checking tools have features that are comparable to Grammar. But there are also some crucial differences. Let's see what they are. Ginger vs Grammar Ginger and Grammar are relatively a little online grammar and spelling
tools. There is little difference in pricing, and both online grammar checkers are correct. They also find your spelling mistakes easy. The features of both products are also consistent, except for the Desktop app Grammarly and MS Word plugin. But Ginger is useful if you write in more languages than just English. It is also
a good grammar checker tool if you want to learn more about English grammar by taking the various lessons inside Ginger. These days, I use Grammar more than Ginger, as I prefer the Grammar User Interface and Mac desktop app. Whitesmoke vs Grammar Whitesmoke is cheaper than embracing support for more
languages than Grammar. I also didn't notice any significant differences in accuracy between the two tools while writing this review. But while Whitesmoke will check your grammatical errors and improve your sentence structure, it's not as fast or intuitive as Grammar. Whitesmoke mobile and desktop apps don't look as
good as Grammarly's either. So in short, you can trade speed and seem to save a little money on your grammar checker choices. ProWritingAid vs Grammar I've been using Grammar for years because it's fast and accurate. That said, some new writers don't like paying the monthly subscription fee, which I understand. If
you want to use a more affordable tool than Grammar, consider ProWritingAid. It's not as fast or as easy to use as Grammar. They also don't have mobile grammar checking apps. But ProWritingAid is relatively accurate and more affordable. It is also especially useful if you like Scrivener or write fiction. After Deadline vs
Grammar after deadline had a popular WordPress plugin which has now been discontinued. This software is good for writers who want a free, basic alternative to spelling and grammar checking. It does not have the advanced features and suggestions offered by Grammar. Word and Google Docs vs. Grammarly The

advantage of Word is that you can work offline using the desktop version. You can also use Google's translation features in Docs. But they both don't offer the full function set that a tool like Grammar does. It is a For example, you can spell check, style, grammar, and punctuation checker. Grammar gives you
suggestions to correct your mistakes, and the reasons for these suggestions. You can also use it on the web or mobile and in word processing software like Word. SpellCheckPlus vs Grammar grammar is higher in accuracy and can also check for plagiarism, which SpellCheckPlus cannot. Hemingway Editor vs. Grammar
Hemingway Editor points out overuse of adverb, something that grammar doesn't. However, it does not provide suggestions for fixing problems and cannot be adapted to writing styles (formal, business, etc.) like Grammar. Grammar Checker vs Grammar Although Grammar Checker catches contextual errors in English
sentences, it is less accurate than Grammar. For example, it does not point to missing punctuation or English grammar errors. Reverso vs. Grammarly Reverso offers useful contextual translations, but it's a great free option only for basic grammar checking and translating. The best Grammar Checkers you can buy
Remember, always work with a human proofreader for longer pieces of writing – like a book chapter or a long article. After working on a translation project for a large company, I would also caution against relying solely on software to translate your writing from your preferred language into English. A virtual writing tutor,
like any book editing tool, is useful. But I don't see it as a substitute for common sense or a set of human eyes. Instead, these products are just one of many that belong in your toolbox. That said... All these grammar pieces will help you get the job done and solve problems in your writing. And my top pick is: Grammar. I
use Grammar most out of these proofreading tools. I prefer its applications and user interface-but that's down to my liking only. I don't have to learn English either. Well, many new writers email me to say they can't afford to pay for Grammarly Premium. It's hard to bug useful proofreading software that costs less than $7 a
month. In short, test the free versions of one of these 10 tools, and then decide which ones best suit the way you work – or write. Do you have questions about this best grammar checker review? See the FAQ section below for answers to some of the common questions. Frequently asked questions about grammar
checking Any writer who takes their craft seriously should use a spelling or grammar check. They will help you find and correct errors faster. Remember to hire a reviewer for longer pieces in writing. Unless you write something legally or commercially sensitive, then yes. A good grammar check does not monitor your
content. As an example, Grammarly's Privacy Policy. If the document is legally sensitive, a grammar checker can hardly help you. Grammar is regularly updated and accurate. It provides useful features for Authors. The free version of Grammarly is a good grammar checker that works everywhere. Alternatively, consider
After deadline. Yes! On the Home tab, use the Editor button. This writing tutor does the job if you are on a budget. That said, consider printing or hiring a reviewer for books or longer pieces. You can add Grammar directly to Word and Microsoft Office by downloading their official add-ons. Then check your writing without
leaving the app.
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